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ABSTRACT

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) has been

developed to a useful tool for determining the local bending

structure around an X-ray absorbing atom.　EXAFS spectra are

usually interpreted by a simple formula derived from an electron

scattering theory, with the plane wave approximation.　A curve-

fitting technique gives plausible bond lengths, where the

absorbing edge energy, Eg, is used as one of the parameters.

Model compounds are necessary to get the reliable structure xn

most cases.　　However, in the case of binary or ternary

compounds′ it is unreasonable to yield different values of Eq

for different neighboring atoms through the curve-fitting

procedure.　Furthermore′ it is difficult to find good model

compounds.

A new method has been developed here for the EXAFS analysis,

which is based on the spherical wave approach for-　emitted

electrons.　This method is proved to give a reliable structure

even without model compounds.　Ge K-edge EXAFS spectra have been

measured for amorphous-SiトxGex:H (x-0.27. 0.36, 0.38, 0.47,

0.56, 1.0) and crystalline-Si^_xGex (x- 0.2. 0.39. 0.59 . 0.81.

1.0), using synchrotron radiation as the photon source.

Spectra were analyzed by the newly developed method without using

model compounds and by fixing the Eq value at the steepest point

of the absorption edge.

Obtained results show that Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bond lengths of

°　　　　　　　C)

amorphous- Si-,-xGex:H are　2.46A and　2.41A′　respectively′

irrespective of Ge concentration.　These bond lengths can be

interpreted by the sum of the atomic radii of constituent
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elements as pointed by Bragg and later by Pauling.　　As for the

case of crystalline-Si-|-xGex, the resulted bond lengths of Ge-Ge

and Ge-Si were almost similar to the corresponding bond lengths

in amorphous-Sil_yGev:H.　　The difference of crystalline and

amorphous alloys should be only interpreted by the difference of

bond angle distortion. A study on the coordination around a Ge

atom in amorphous-Si^-xGex:H revealed that Ge and Si atoms are

randomly mixed in the compositional range below　40　atomic

percent.　In the amorphous alloys with higher Ge content, the

coordinations of Ge atoms surrounding a central Ge atoms is 15-20

percent higher than expected for a random mixture, suggesting a

structural inhomogeneity in ・Ge-rich region.　　　Whereas in

crystalline Si-|-xGex/ it is found that Ge and Si atoms are

randomly mixed in the studied compositional range.
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1. INTRODUCTION

x-raysphotonsareabsorbedbyanatom,followedbythe

ejectionofacoreelectron.Thescatteringoftheejected

photoelectronsbyneighboringatomscausestheinterferenceof

thisreflectedelectronwavewiththeoutgoingphotoelectron

waves,leadingtomodulationoftheX-rayabsorptioncross

section.

SuchmodulationisobservedasthefinestructureinX-ray

absorptionspectrum,startingfromabout100eVandextendingto

about1000eVaboveanabsorptionedge,whichiscalled'extended

x-rayabsorptionfinestructurel(EXAFS).1'2Accordingly,

EXAFSspectrainvolvethestructuralinformationaroundanX-ray

absorbingatom.EXAFSasatechniqueofstructuralanalysis

hasbeendevelopedremarkablyinrecentyearsmainlyduetotwo

3・

reasons.Firstistheadventofsynchrotronradiation,Whose

useastheX-raysourcemakesitpossibletomeasureEXAFSin

muchshortertimethanthecaseoftheconventionalX-raysource,

withhighsignaltonoiseratio.Secondistheestablishmentof

4
theoreticalanalysisofEXAFSspectra.SternandSayershave

derivedasimpleformulaforanEXAFSoscillationwithseveral

drasticbutreasonableassumptions,andobtainedtheradial

distributionfunctionofaspecificatomofinterestthroughthe

Fourieranalysis.

Infact,theFouriermethodisconvenienttograspan

outlineabc)utsurroundingatoms.Itishowevernotenoughto

giveanyreliablestructuralinformation,suchasbonddistances

andcoordinationnumbers.Acurvefittingmethodhasbeen
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exploited/wherethetheoreticalEXAFSoscillationcalculated

fromtheabovesimpleformulaisadjustedtotheexperimentalone

untilwegetthebestfitbetweenthemwithappropriate

5-7
parameters.Inthecurve-fittinganalyses′the

interatomicdistance′numberofatorasandtheDebye-Wallerfactor

foreachcoordinationshellarethefittingparameters.

Sometimestheabsorptionedgeenergy,Eg,isalsotreatedasa

fittingparametertoobtainthebestfit.Significantprogress

intheaccuracyofthismethodhasbeenachievedwiththefine

adjustmenttechniquebasedonmodelcompound(FABM)technique.

ThisFABMtechniqueworkswell,providedthatsuitablemodel

compoundswithwell-knownstructureareavailable.Thecrystal

structureofasamplecompoundcanbeestimatedreliablyifthe

correlationbetweentheEqandinteratomicdistance′R′ofthe

sampleissameasthatofthemodelcompound.工tshouldbe

notedthatsuchcompoundscannotalwaysbeavailable:Wecannot

findanygoodmodelcompoundsforsilicon-germaniumalloys,in

whichSiandGeatomsformaliquidsolutionthroughoutthe

entirecompositionalrange.

AlthoughtheFABMtechniqueisexcellentforanalyzing

multi-shellcontributionswithhighaccuracy,itsphysicalbasis

isobscure.AnoptimumEqinevitablyresults-different

valuesfortheindividualbondsintheFABMtechnique.Itis

noteworthythattheEqvalueisbynomeansanadjusting

parameterandmusthavethesamevalueforindividualbonds.

工tisreallynecessarytoestablishaphysicallyreasonable

methodforEXAFSanalysis.Theprimarypurposeofthisstudyis

toshowthatEXAFSoscillationcausedbytwocoordinationshells
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can be analyzed with the same EQ value for each bond, and that a

newly developed formula, which is based on the spherical wave

approach for emitted photoelectrons, does not need any model

compounds ,

This new technique of EXAFS analysis has been applied for

the first time to the silicon-germanium alloys: hydrogenated

amorphous alloys (a-Siト--Gev:H) and crystalline alloys

(c-Sil _xGex).

In chapter　2, experimental procedures are described.　In

chapter 3, experimental EXAFS spectra for a-Si-|-xGex:H have been

analyzed using the EXAFS formula based on plane wave

approximation and spherical wave approximation.　The absorption

edge energy problem in the curve-　fitting analysis has also

been discussed.　In chapter 4, experimental EXAFS for a-Si^

xGex:H and c-Si-|-xGex have been analyzed using-　the EXAFS

formula based on the spherical wave approximation.　　The bond

lengths for Ge-Ge, Ge-Si, and coordinations on the nearest sites

for Ge and Si atoms have been evaluated.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Sample preparation

A: Amorphous Silicon-Germanium alloys (a-Si- _xGex:H)

Samples were prepared by rf glow discharge decomposition of

disilane (Si2Hg) and germane (GeH^) mixtures in a capacitively

coupled diode system.　　Each film was grown at a deposition

rate of 3-7呈/s to the thickness ranging from 0.6 to 2 y.m on a 25

jim-thick polyimide film.　The temperature of the substrate was

230 C and the pressure was 0.45 torr during the reaction.　　The

rf power density was held constant at 0.65 W/cm2

The Ge concentration m the films was varied by adjusting

the flow rates of Si2Hg and 21%　GeH^ diluted with H2, keeping

the total gas flow rate constant at　20　cm^　sTP per

minute(SCCM).　The chemical composition was determined by

inductively coupled argon plasma atomic-emission spectroscopy.

Several kinds of a-SiトrGev:H were prepared with different Ge

concentration; x=0.27, 0.36, 0.38, 0.47, 0.56, 1.0.　To prevent

oxygen from being incorporated into the films, all samples were

kept in a nitrogen atmosphere before the measurements.

B: Crystalline Silicon-Germanium alloys (c-Sii yGex)

Samples were prepared by rf glow discharge decomposition of

disilane (Si2Hg) and germane (GeH^) mixtures in a capacitively

coupled diode system.　　The films were grown at a deposition

O

rate of　4.3-13.5　A/s to the thickness ranging from 0.77　to　2.43

pm on 0.8mm-thick polycrystalline graphite substrates.　The

temper耳ture of the substrate was　300　C and the pressure was 0.45
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torr during the reaction.　　The rf power density was held

constant at 0.65 W/cm , All samples were annealed at 700-C for

5h in argon atmosphere and cooled down gradually.　　The

crystallization was confirmed by the x-ray diffraction

measurement.

The Ge concentration in the film was varied by adjusting the

flow rate of Si2Hg and 21 % GeH4 diluted with H2, keeping the

total gas flow rate constant at 20cm2 at STP per minute(SCCM),

The chemical composition was determined by inducting coupled

argon plasma atomic-emission spectroscopy.　Several kinds of

Si-j-xGex films were prepared with different Ge concentration;

x=0.19′　0.39′　0.59. 0.81′ 1.0.

2.2　Measurements

The EXAFS measurements were carried out at the EXAFS station

( either Beam line lOBor 8C )9'10　0f thePhotonFactoryatthe

National　工一aboratory for High Energy Physics in Tsukuba, Japan.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of EXAFS measurement at the

beam line lOB and/or 8C.　The electron storage ring was operated

at　2.5　Gev.　During the measurements in lOB and　8C stations, the

beam current ranged from　60　to 145　mA and from 140　to　260　mA,

respectively.

The X-ray absorption spectra were taken on the K-edge of Ge,

using a monochromator.　　　At the beam line lOB and　8C, the

monochromator is equipped with a Si(311) channel-cut crystal and

a Si(111) double-crystal,　respectively.　　　The absorption

measurements were performed in the transmission mode at room

temperature.　　To obtain the optimum sample thickness for
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absoprtion measurements/ several tens of the same sample film

were stacked.　The incident and transmitted x-ray intensities,

工　and　エ　respectively′　were monitored simultaneously with two

ionization chambers.　Here, ln(In/I) is equal to ut, where u is

the linear absoprtion coefficient and t the absorber thickness.

The measured energy range was from　500eV below to lOOOeV above

the absorption edge.　　The enegy resolution was estimated to be

1-2　eV.

2.3　Data processing

Photoelectrons eコected from x-ray absorbing atoms can be

characterized by the photoelectron wave number k, which xs given

by

k= 普(hv-Eo)　　　　(1)

wheremistheelectronmass,hvノistheincidentphotonenergy

andEqistheabsorptionedgeenergy.Inthepresentanalysis,

theenergyforGe-Kedgewasdefinedasthesteepestpoxntof

theedgejumpontheexperimentalabsorptioncoefficientvs.

photo11
nenergycurve.ThenormalizedEXAFSoscillation′

x(k),isdefinedasafunctionofkasfollows:

x(k) = (ド(k) - MoOO ) /ドo(k)
(2)

,where巨(k「 and甚Q(k) are the K-shell absorption coefficient for
the atoms in its environment and for the isolated at0m′

respectively.

EXAFS oscillations were obtained in the conventional

manner. 2　The first step is the subtraction of the background
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above the absorption edge, since the measured spectra often

contain both EXAFS signals and background.　To estimate the

background function, the pre-edge spectrum was first fitted with

a quadratic function of wave length and then extrapolated to

above the absorptin edge.　　Next, the above-edge background

function, Uq, was generated by the cubic-spline technique.

Subtraction of the background function yields the EXAFS signal.

I



Fig.1　Schematic diagram of EXAFS measurement at the beam line

lOB and　8C of Photon Factory. Intensities of incident and

transmitted X-rays are measured by two ionization

chambers.
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3. EXAFS ANALYSIS WITHOUT USING MODEL COMPOUNDS

3.1 Computational procedures

Some formulae based on spherical waves for a single

scattering process have been independently developed.1 3-1 5　　The

K-edge EXAFS, )((k), f-r non-polarized X-rays in a single

scattering process is described by the following final

expression′

15

x昧) = -Im 1) expCie? + i5/) sin(5/)

・ j /(/ + l) (h/1>(pj)/p糾hf"(pjypj - hfficpj))2
where Pj isgivenby Pj -krj with Tj the

(3)

distance of the

The 6;i二∋ is thej-th scattering atom from the absorbmg atom.　中　u.  is the

p-wave phase-shift of the photoelectron at the absorbing atom,

呼 is the phase shift of the 1-th partial wave at the j-th

scattering atoms and

function of order [

嘩p)is the first kind spherxcal Hankel

If we take only the first term in the

foilowing asymptotic expansion for P-*OO ,

hP(p) = H)'+1旦
P 卜 ・つ (4)

the漣-summation in Eg.(3) can be expressed with the

backscattering amplitude f^ (7C):

掛軸(%)(21 +1)exphi(8?+kij)1 /ki-2　(5)
This asymptotic equation corresponds　コust to a conventional

formula. ′16

でhe physical quantities used to calculate Eq.(3) and Eq.{5)
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wereobtainedasfollows.Thephaseshiftsofthephotoelectron

attheabsorbingatomweretakenfromthenumericaltablesgiven

byTeoandLee''withHermanandSkillmanwavefunctions.1*5

Figure2showscentralatomphaseshiftofgermaniumatom.The

phaseshiftsforthescatteringatom([=0-12)were

calculatedwithaprogramdevelopedbyPendry'""fromcorestate

ln
wavefunctions.Thephaseshiftsduetoelectronscattering

bysiliconandgermaniumareshowninFig.3andFig.4.

respectively.Theeffectofthermalvibrationofscattering

lR
atomswasincludedinthethermalDebyeparameter,B.3TheB

factoratroomtemperature,B293/wasestimatedtobe0.30and

0.31呈f。rGeandSiatoms.respectively′fr。mthe

characteristicDebyetemperatureforthecrystalofeach

/oyl
element.'Theabsolutevalueofbackscatteringamplitude

forsiliconandgermaniumatomsatB=0.0areshowninFig.5.

Theabsolutevalueofbackscatteringamplitudeofvibrating

siliconandgermaniumatomsatroomtemperatureareshownin

Fig.6.Theeffectofinelasticscatteringofphotoelectrons

wasincludedinaform,exp(一賛,・wherer^isthe

interatomic path-length and X is the mean free path. As the mean

free path, the escape depth of crystalline germanium was adopted,

which was measured by Gant and Monch　-, and is shown in Fig. 7.

The normalized EXAFS oscillations, ×(k), were analyzed by

the fine-adjustment technique without the use of model compounds.

In brief′　the calculated王:ⅩAFS oscillation based on the above

described formulae^'1^#1- were adjusted to the experimental ones.

The best-fit between the experimental and the theoretical
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EXAFS oscillations was obtained by adjustng four fitting

parameters; Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bond lengths and coordination ratios

of Ge and Si atoms surrounding Ge atoms.　Here, the coordination

ratio is defined as the number of Ge or Si atoms ( NGe, Ns^

devided by the total coordination number of Ge and Si atoms ( NGe

・ Ngj ) surrounding Ge atoms; for example, the Ge coordination

ratio is equal to NGe/( NGe + Ngi ).　The coordination ratio was

employed because the total coordination number around Ge atoms

cannot be determined definitely in a-Sil-xGeJC:H films in which H

atoms are also bonded to Ge and Si atoms.23　Backscattering from

H atoms is not observable in EXAFS.　　It should be noted that

the coordination ratio thus determined is not affected by the

content of H atoms bonded to Ge and Si atoms even if the H

content in the films changes with the Ge concentration・　　工n the

fitting procedure, the bond lengths and the coordination ratios

°

of Ge and Si atoms were by 0.005　A and 0.05, respectively.
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Fig.5　　The absolute value of backscattering amplitude of silicon

(solid line) and germanium (dashed-dotted line) atoms

as a function of photoelectron wave number k.　　Thermal

Debye parameters′　B293' are taken to be zero in both

cases.
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Fig.6 The absolute value of backscattering amplitude of sxlicon

(solid line) and germanium (dash-dotted line) atoms as a

function of photoelectron wave number k.　Thermal Debye

parameters, B293' are taken to be　0.31 and 0.30

respectively, for silicon atom and germanium atom.
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Fig.7　Escape depth of crystalline germanium as a function of

photoelectron wave number k.
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3.2　Plane wave analysis

The curve-fitting method with the EXAFS formula (5)3'16

based on the plane wave expression of emitted photoelectrons,

has been tried to analyze experxmental EXAFS for a-Si-i Gex:H.

In calculations, bond lengths and Debye-Waller factors for Ge-Ge

and Ge-Si, coordination numbers of Ge and Si atoms around Ge

atoms, and absorption edge energy, Eq, for the Ge-Ge bond and

the Ge-Si bond were employed for fitting parameters.

Figure 8 shows thedeviationof Eq values for Ge-GeandGe-

Si bonds from its steepest points at the absorption edge-jump.

Apparently EQ values for the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bonds differ from

each other and they deviate from the origin by maximum of　20　eV.

Howeverl the threshold of photoelectron-emission should be almost

the same no matter how electronic configurations of X-ray

absorbing atoms differ with different bonds.

Figure　9　shows bond lengths for the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bonds.

Determined bond lengths and their dependence on composition

appears to be plausible. However, it should be emphasized here

that it is hard to accept resulting bond lengths because EQ

values differ from each other. to a physically unreasonable

extent through the curve-　fitting procedure, as shown in Fig. 8.

The absorption edge energy, EQ, is the most fundamental

quantity in EXAFS analysis since it defines the wave number of

emitted photoelectrons.　The curve-fitting method is a way to

obtain the results regardless of physical meanings of parameters.

Thus, it is necessary to interpret the determined values

carefully,　even if the calculated oscillation is in good

22



agreement with the experiment.
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3.3　Spher-ical wave analysis

TheexperimentalGeK-edgeEXAFSfora-SiQ62GeQ38:His

shownbythesolidline(a)inFig.10.Thephotoelectronwave

numberastheabscissaisconvertedfromtheX-rayenergyviaan

absorptionedgeenergyofll.109keVdefinedasthesteepestpoint

intheexperimentalabsorptioncurve.TheX(k)wasmultiplied

byk3tointensifytheamplitudeathigherkvalues.Good

fittingwithatheoreticalcurvewasrealizedattheGe

O
coordinationratio,0.4,andthebondlengths,2.46AforGe-Ge

O
cand2.41AforGe-Siasshownbythedashed-dottedline(b)inthe

figure.AsforthephaseandperiodoftheEXAFS,thesolid

line(a)isingoodagreementwiththedashed-dottedline(b)

0-1
overarangeofkfrom4.5to12A'

TheGe--KedgeEXAFSfora-Si-|-xGex:Hhasbeenanalyzedby

Minomuraetal.andIncocciaetal.However,theirresults,

althoughgenerallyexcellent,containsomeambiguitiesbecauseof

thelackofmodelcompounds.

Incocciaetal.-haveusedtheconventionalformula^'''"

andextractedthebackscatteringamplitudeandthephaseshift

fortheGe-GeandGe-Sibondsfromexperimentsona-Ge:Handa-

Slo.93GeO.07:H*T^eEOvaluei-nthatworkwastakenatthe

inflectionpointattheedge-つump.工twasconcludedthatthe

O
Ge-GebondlengthandtheGe-Sibondlengthwere2.45Aand

O
2.37A,respectively,forx=0.37-0.72.

TheGe-GebondlengthsinIncocciasandthepresent

author'sresultswereveryclose.However,theGe-Sibond

O
lengthsdifferedby0.04A.TheEXAFScalculatedbyusing
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Eq.(3) with Incoccia's results are shown by the dotted line (c)

in Fig. 10. The Ge coordination ratio was assumed to be　0.4.

The dotted line is considerably different from the,solid one for

a whole range of thewave number k.　The Eq value alone cannot

account for this discrepancy. Thus, it is unfortunately difficult

to explain the present experiment with the results in Ref. 25.

The theoretical EXAFS for two extreme cases are shown in

Fig. ll.　One is the EXAFS when the absorbing Ge atom is

surrounded only by Ge atoms　( solid line (a) ).　　The other

case is obtained when　土t is surrounded only by Si atoms (dotted

line (b) ). The Ge-Ge bond length a去d the Ge-Si bond length
o             O

were set to be　2.46A and　2.41A, respectively.　　The phase

difference for these two cases increases at the lower k value.

Because the phase and period of EXAFS oscillation is sensitive to

a slight change of coordinating atom, we can determine the

coordination ratio with high accuracy in the a-Si-j-xGex:H

case.

The calculated EXAFS oscillations are shown in Fig. 12,

where the Ge coordination ratio is 0.3 ( dotted line　(a) ). 0.4

(solid line (b) ) and 0.5 ( dashed　-dotted line (c) ).　The Ge-

O

Ge bond length and the Ge-Si bond length were set to be　2.46A and

O

2.41A, respectively.　It is clearly easy to distinguish one

spectrum from another.　Thus′ the accuracy of the coordmation

ratio is within 0.05.

As for the amplitude of the EXAFS. it is hard to say that a

good agreement is obtained.　　The amplitude is affected by the

thermal vibration of atoms and the inelastic scattering of

photoelectrons.　　工n the present analysis′　Debye parameters.
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293′ for crystals at room temperature were employed.　Strictly

speaking, the B293　values for crystals are different from

amorphous materials.　　工ncoccia et al. have also discussed

Debye-Waller factors, (J , for the Ge-Ge bond and the Ge-Si bond.

It was concluded in the paper that the (Jz for bothbondshave

almost the same value and do not change with Ge concentration.

Accordingly, in the case of a-Si-|-x Gex:H, the B293 value for

crystals were used unless it is necessary to determine the

absolute coordination number, NGe or Ng^. Additionally, the

effect of the inelastic scattering of photoelectrons should be

the same for the Ge-Ge bond and the Ge-Si bond.　　It must be

emphasized that the fine adjustment of the phase and period of

EXAFS oscillation as employed in the present analysis can

provide accurate local structure except for the absolute

coordination number.
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k (Å11)

Fig.10　Comparison of theoretical and experimental EXAFS for a-

Slo.62GeO.38:H*　The total of coordination number

around Ge atomis assumed to be 4土n (b) and (c).

(a) Experimental Ge-K EXAFS.

The energy of absorption edge En is taken at

the steepest point in the edge-jump.

(b)Theoretical EXAFS calculated using Eq.(3) for

e

the Ge coordination ratio, 0.4 and the bond lengths,2.46A

O

for Ge-Ge and　2.41A for Ge-Si.

(c) Theoretical EXAFS calculated using Eq.(3) for

the Ge coordination ratio,0.4　and the bond

O o

lengths, 2.45A for Ge-Ge and　2.37A for Ge-Si.
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Fig.11　Theoretical EXAFS for two extreme cases: (a) Ge atom is

surrounded by Ge atoms only (solid line) and (b) Ge atom

is surrounded by Si atoms only{dashed-line).　The total

of coordination number around Ge atom is assumed to be　4.
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Fig.12 Change in EXAFS with Ge coordination ratio of (a)

0.3(dotted line), (b) 0.4 (solid line)　and (c)

0.5 (dashed-dotted line).
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3.4 Absorption edge energy problem

工と　has been pointed out that the optimum Eg in the

conventional analysis with or without using model compounds has

different value for each bond6.　工n this section′ we demonstrate

how EXAFS oscillation deriv声d from the conventional formula

Eq.(5) are different from those from the spherical wave approach

and then discuss how optimum Eq values for Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bonds

differ from the absorption edge energy, when we determine them

through curve-fitting technique by using Eq. (5),

The EXAFS oscillation due to the Ge-Ge bond calculated by

using a strict expression Eq.(3) is represented by the solid

line (a) in Fig.13.　　The dotted line (b) shows the result

obtained through the use of the conventional equation (5),

O

The Ge-Ge bond length was　　2.46A in both cases.　The EXAFS

oscillation for the dotted line is quite different from that for

the solid line, especially at a low energy.　The phase

difference in both cases is about 12eV and　3eV at a photoelectron

energy of lOOeV and　500eV, respectively.

The EXAFS oscillation due to the Ge-Si bond calculated by

using a strict expression (3) is represented by the solid line

(a) in Fig. 14.　The dotted line (b)　shows the same calculated

by using the asymptotic equation (5).　The Ge-Si bond length was

O

set to　2.41A.　The phase difference for these two cases is about

5eV and　3eV at a photoelectron energy of lOOeV and　500eV,

respectively.

It should be noted that the phase difference in Fig.13 and

Fig. 14　is not constant and increases as the photoelectron
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energy becomes smaller.　It is because the second term of the

asymptotic expansion in Eq. (4). 1(1+1)/2P. depends 。n the

photoelectron energy and the interatomic distance.　　The terra,

1(1+1)/2p , cannot be neglected for photoelectron energy up to
O

500eV when the Ge-Ge bond length is　2.46A and the Ge-Si bond

O

length is　2.41A. Asymptotic Eq. (5) is only valid for a more

distant electron path.　For example, in the case of the fourth

nearest Cu-Cu bond of Cu metal,　whose interatomic distance is

O

5.llA, Eq. (5) almost agrees with Eq.(3) down to lOOeV of the

photoelectron energy. '5

The absorption coefficient near the Ge K-edge for a-

^xO 62^e0 38*** 1S shown in Fig. 15.　The arrow A shows the EO

value employed in the present analysis.　　Arrows B and C show

the optimum Eq"in Eq. (5) for Ge　-Ge and Ge-Si bonds at the

photoelectron energy of 100 eV, respectively.　　Clearly, the

arrows B and C are out of the edge region.　Maximum dxscrepancy

of optimum Eq for the Ge-Ge and the Ge-Si bonds are about 7eV at

a photoelectron energy of lOOeV.　Although it has not been

confirmed that the point of the steepest change corresponds to

the absorption edge, only one fixed energy is allowed to be the

absorption energy.　In the curve-fitting analysis with the

Eq.(5), the best fit is achieved with the different value for

each bond: maximum discrepancy is　22.27eV for the Mo-S and Mo-Fe

bonds." However, as pointed out above, the optimum E o cannot

be uniquely defined over a wide range of photoelectron energy as

far as only the Ge-Si bond is concerned.　So real information

about the structure cannot be obtained with Eq. (5) no matter

how the Eq value for each bond is optimized.
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bond length is　2.46A.

(a) calculated using Eq.(3)

(b) calculated using Eq.(5)
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Amorphous Silicon-Germanium alloys (a-Si-i vGev :H )

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon-germanium al loys(a-

Si.|_xGex:H) have been attracting much attention in the

development of high-efficiency photovoltaic solar cells. Of /

It is well known that the optical band gap can be narrowed by

increasing the Ge concentration in the alloys.　However, the

photoelectric properties^ョ　deteriorate with increasing Ge

concentration. Recently, it has been suggested that structural

inhomogeneity in the alloys may be responsible for the interior

photoelectric properties.　　One might expect that a strong

correlation exists between the electrical and structural

properties.　In order to shed light on these problems, close

examination of the local structure is essentxal. ,Given that

these films are amorphous, the use of the extend占　　x-ray

absorption fine structure (EXAFS) technique is the most

promising way to determine the structure.

エn the above section, a fine adjustment technique. which is

based on the spherical wave expression of photoelectrons, was

presented.　　The new technique was first employed to analyze the

Ge K-edge EXAFS for a-SiQ 62GeO.38:H* It lS known that a-Si-]-x

甲ex:H forms a family of materials for which model compounds (that

is′　crystalline alloys with the same composition and well-known

structure) are difficult to obtain over the whole compositional

range.　Using the fine-adjustment technique/ which does not

require the use of model compounds, good agreement has been
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obtainedbetweentheexperimentaldataandcalculatedones

withoutcorrectingtheabsorption-edgeenergy.

Inthepresentstudy,EXAFSspectraabovetheGeK-edgeina

seriesofa-Si^-xGex:HalloyswithvariousGeconcentrationhave

beenmeasured.Figure16showsthenormalizedGeK-edgeEXAFS

oscillationsfoa-Sil_xGex:H;(a)x-0.27,(b)x-0.381(C)

x=0.56,(d)x=1.0.Thesearepiottedasafunctionofthe

photoelectronwavenumber,k,andthenormalizedEXAFS,)((k),

ismultipliedbyk*工tisclearlyseenthattheamplitudeof

theEXAFSoscillationaroundk=8呈increaseswithincreasingGe

concentration.ThisvariationintheEXAFSoscillationcouldbe

causedbyadifferenceinbackscatteringamplitudeoftheatoms

whichformthecoordinationaroundGeatomasshowninFig.5and

Fig.6;thebackscatteringamplitudefunctionfortheGeatoms

--1
hasapeakneark=8A'.Theaboveresultindicatesthatthe

coordinationofGeatomssurroundingGeatomsincreaseswith

mcresxngGeconcentrationinthefilms.

TheseEXAFSspectrawereanalyzedaccordingtothe

proceduresdescribedinthesection3.3todeterminetheGe-Ge

andtheGe-SxbondlengthsandthecoordinationratioofGe

atoms.

Figure17showstheGe-Gebondlength,RGe-Ge,andtheGe-

Sibondlength,RGe-Si'^na-Sii-xGex:Hfilmsasafunctionof

theGeconcentrationx.Inthefigure,thebondlengthsinGe

crystals(c-Ge)andSicrystals(c-Si)areindicatedbythe

arrows.Theerrorbarsresultfromthefittingprocedurein

°
whichthebondlengthswerevariedby0.005A.Itisclearthat

boththeGe-GeandtheGe-Sibondlengthsareconstantthroughout
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the entxre compositional range. This composition-independent bond

length seems to be a general feature of disordered alloys. 5#29

In the present analysis, the Ge-Ge bond length agrees well with

that in the Ge crystals (2.45A), while the Ge-Si bond length is

close to the average value of thebond lengths forboth Ge and Si

crystals.

As mentioned before, Incoccia et al.- analyzed Ge K-edge

EXAFS for a-Si^-xGex:H/ employing a conventional curve-fittxng
o                   0

technique and derived values of　2.45A and　2.37-2.38　A for the Ge-

Ge bond and the Ge-Si bond lengths, respectively.　　Although the

Ge-Ge bond lengths obtained in both studies are very close to

each other, the Ge-Si bond lengths obtained in Ref.25 is 0.03-

0

0.04　A smaller than that in the present study. This discrepancy

in the Ge-Si bond length is far beyond the experimental

ambiguity.　This difference in bond lengths can be attributed to

the way of EXAFS analysis. ' -　　　The examination in the section

3.4　clarified that the best-fitting result in conventional curve-

fitting can be possibly obtained when the absorptxon-edge energy

is corrected for Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bonds′　using results from model

compounds.　In the EXAFS study in Ref. 25, the value of the edge

energy assumed to be equal to the energy position of the main

inflection point of the Ge K-edge. However, it is impossible to

correct the edge energy adequately for Ge-Si bonds since

there are no appropriate model compounds for all a-Si-|-xGex:H

alloy are not available.　　These problems could have led to the

underestimation of the Ge-Si bond length.

エn contrast to上hls. the present calculated spectra are xn
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goodagreementwiththeexperimentalonesthroughouttheentire

compositionalrangewithoutacorrectionofedgeenergy.

ConsideringthatthebondlengthinamorphousSiis2.35-2.37

呈′30wecanconcludethattheGe-Sibondlengthina-Si-,vGev:H

filmsisexactlyequaltothemeanvalueofthebondlengthin

amorphousGeandthatinamorphousSi.

Figure18showsthecoordinationratioofGeatoms

surroundingacentralGeatomasafunctionoftheGe

concentrationx.NotethattheGeconcentrationisamean

compositionwhichisatypicalmacroscopicpropertyofthe

alloys,whiletheGecoordinationratio,NGe/(NGe+Nsi),

givestothelocalcompositionofGeatomssurroundingacentral

Geatom.Theerrorbarsresultfromthefittingprocedurein

whichthecoordinationratiosoftheGeandSiatomswerevaried

by0.05,respectively.InFig.18,ifGeandSiatomswere

randomlymixedoverthewholecompositionalrangeinthealloys,

onewouldexpecttheGecoordinationratiotoincreaselinearly

withtheGeconcentrationasshownbythedottedline.Such

beingthecaseforx<0.4,itfollowsthatGeandSiatomsare

randomlymixedinthisGeconcentrationrange.WithincreasingGe

concentration,however,theGecoordinationratioisfoundtobe

15-20_percenthigherthanthatexpectedforarandommixtureof

bothatoms.Thelastresultstandsincontrastwiththeformer

EXAFSexperimentsofa-Si-i-Ge-:H24′or^3whichdemonstrated

randommixingoverthewholecompositionalrange.

Nevertheless,thedeviationoftheGecoordinationratioforGe-

richalloysisconsideredtobesignificantinthepresent

analysis.
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In order to illustrate the significance of the deviation in

the Ge coordination ratio, an example of the fitting results for

the Ge K-edge EXAFS for a-SiQ>44Geo<5g:H is shown in Fig. 19.

In the computations, the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bond lengths were

O

assumed to be equal to　2.46A and　2.41 A, respectively, while the

coordination ratios of Ge and Si atoms were varied by 0.05.　It

should be noted here that the phase and period in theoretical

EXAFS oscillations in the krange from4 to 8 A ' is sensitively

dependent on the coordination ratio of each atom.　　This is

because the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si pairs contribute to EXAFS

oscillations differently in both phase and period at small k.

First, the experimental EXAFS curve(a) (solid-line) was compared

with the theoretical curve(b) (dotted line) which was computed

assumxng the Ge coordination ratio of　0.55.　　Although the Ge

coodination ratio is close to that expected for a Ge

concentration of 0.56, the agreement between the experimental and

the theoretical EXAFS curve is satisfactory for neither phase nor

period.　工n addition. it should be stressed that the theoretical

curve (b) could by no means be fitted to the experimental curve

(a) even by correcting the absorption edge energy.　The

experimental EXAFS curve (a) is found to be in better agreement

wxth the theoretical curve (c) ( dashed line ) which was computed

assuming a Ge coordination ratio of 0.65.　One may point out

the disagreement in the amplitude of EXAFS oscillation between

the theoretical and the experimental curve.　The magnitude of

the amplitude is affected by the thermal vibration of atoms and

inelastic scattering of photoelectrons.　　The theoretical and
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experimentalEXAFScurvescanbefittedbetterbyadjustingthe

Debyeparameterandthemeanfreepathofphotoelectrons.It

shouldbeemphasized,however,thatinthepresentstudy,

artificialmodificationoftheseparametersarenotneededin

ordertodeterminethecoordinationratio.工nthesamemanner

asdescribedabove,thebest-fitresultfortheGeK-edgeEXAFS

fora-SiQ53Geg47:HwasobtainedwhentheGecoordinationratio

wasequalto0.57.

TheaboveresultsshowthattheGecoordinationratiosin

Ge-richfilmsare15-20percenthigherthanthoseexpectedonthe

basisoftheGeconcentrations.ThismeansthattheGe-rich

filmsemployedinthepresentstudyarestructurallysomewhat

inhomogeneous.Theoriginofthismhomogeneitycouldbe

explainedqualitativelyinseveralwaysbyconsideringvarious

microstructuresinGe-richfilms.IfSiatomsinthefilmshada

tendencytoformsegmentso・5-1
fpolysilanechains(Si甲2>nwith

increasingGeconcentration,theGecoordinationratiowouldbe

increased.Suchsegmentscanbedetectedbyinfrared(IR)

absorptionmeasurement.However,IRmeasurementsinthisstudy

didnotsupporttheaboveassumption:i.e.′thefractionof

polysilanechainsremainedalmostunchanged,independentofthe

Geconcentration.Anotherpossibilityisthataheterostructure

isformedwhichiscomposedofsmallcluster-likeGe-richregions

onamicroscopicscale.Ourtransmissionelectronmicroscope

observationdidnotrevealanydiscerniblemicrostructurexnthe

Ge-richfilms.incontrasttotheobservationsbyMackenzieet

al.Itseemsreasonabletoassumethestructuralinhomogeneity

inthedistributionofGeatoms,althoughseparatedphaseofhigh
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Ge-rich density are not found.
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4.2 Crystalline Silicon-Germanium alloys (c-Si^ _xGex)

Crystalline silicon-　germanium alloys attract much attention

both from fundamental and industrial points of view because of

their valuable properties, i.e. continuous change of lattice

constantJ /　and band gap associated with concentration.

Despite that the alloys are known to form liquid-solutions over

an entire compositional range, its local structures such as bond

length and coordination, etc., still remain aimost unknown.

How atoms form crystal with a specific structure is an

essential question.　Recently atomic structures on microscoplC

scale in alloys have been studied intensively in regard to

thermodynamic properties.34r35 crystal structure in alloys is

characterized by the lattice constant determined by X-ray

diffraction measurement.　However, since lattice constant is an

average over a unit cell in alloys, it does not provide us with

further information on nearest-neighbor atoms. Huang^6 has

suggested, from the X-ray diffuse scattering measurement, that

some distorted lattice structures exist in alloys, despite that

alloys conserve structure system similar to their host materials.

However, studies focused on distorted structures xn the alloys

have not been accumulated so much. because there is not

straightforward way to determine distorted structures from

diffuse scattering.

EXAFS is a promising probe to study microscopic structure

around the atoms of specific elements in alloys.　By the EXAFS

measurements of c-Si^-xGex with several kinds of Ge

concentration, the bond lengths for Ge-Ge and Ge-Si and
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coordinations of the nearest sites for Ge and Si atoms were

evaluated.

Figure　20　shows the EXAFS oscillations, X(k)' versus

photoelectron wave number, k, due to the nearest-neighbor atoms

around a Ge atom, which were extracted through the Fourier

filtering technique.　The experimental EXAFS spectra were

analyzed by a curve-fit technique with the formula based on the

spherical wave expression of emitted photoelectrons.

Figure　21 shows the dependence of determined Ge coordination

ratio on the composition.　工f atoms are distributed

homogeneously, Ge coordination ratio is identical to Ge

concentration.　EXAFS analysis shows that the Ge coordination

ratio is almost equal to the Ge concentration, as shown in Fig.

21′　which means homogeneous distribution in Si-j-xGex alloys with

composition ranging from　0.19　to 0.81.

Figure　22　shows the dependence of bond length for Ge-Ge and

Ge-Si on composition.　　It is interesting that bond length does

not vary with composition/ and that bond lengths are distinctly

O o

different for each bond: 2.45A for Ge-Ge and　2.40A for Ge-Si.

Two opposite concepts for bond length dependence on

composition in alloys were presented. First, Bragg37　and then

pauling^　noted that bond lengths in alloys are the sum of

atomic radii, hence should be composition independent ( Bragg s

limit ).　Second, Vegard discovered that lattice constant,

a(x)'changes linearly with thecomposition, x;a(x)=(1-xja-j+xa2/

where a-i and a2　are lattice constants at the end-point

materials, x=O and x=1, respectively.　Thus bond length is

considered to vary according to lattice constant.　　For example,
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in a diamond structure, bond length is given simply as ^3 a(x)/4

(Vegard's limit ).

Martins and Zunger^　have investigated the lattice

distortions around isovalent impurities using a valence force

field theory.40,41　They defined the dimensionless relaxation

parameter in ternary (A^_xBxO alloys as

e - <rbc<AC=BトRAC)/( RBC-RAC)∫ (6)

where RAC and RBC are bond lengths at pure and end-point

material, respectively, and RBC(AC:B) is the BC bond length

around the B impurities in the AC host crystal.　They predicted

that釘is closer t。 Bra由・s limit (」1-1) than Vegard's limit
(」=o); 2 =0.6-0.8　for most semiconductors.

On the other hand′ Ito35　has estimated value for III-V

ternary semiconductor alloys using a pseudopotential perturbation
∈-

theory. The calculated results ofやare in the range of 0.2 to

・3 for most A-,-xBxC alloys.　Therefore the bond lengths are

closer to the Vegard-s limit (」=0) than to the Bragg-s

limit(」=1).

On the contrary to the theoretical calculations, EXAFS

results on ternary semiconductor alloys seem to support the

Bragg and Pauling notion.　EXAFS study of Ga-j-x InxAs alloys

shohs that the Ga-As and In-As nearest neighbor distances remain

nearly constant, varying only by 0.04A; 」=0.82 for Ga- _xInxAs.

In GaAs-i vPv systems, J the Ga-As and Ga-P nearest-neighbor

disbtances also differ from each other, showing slight variations

with composition; 」-0.60　for GaAs^_xPx.
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工n the present study for binary alloysJ however. it has

been shown that bond lengths in crystalline Si-, vGev alloys are

constant over composition x from 0.2　to　0.8, hence then bonds

O

relax completely in the IV-IV alloys; 2.45A for Ge-Ge bond and
O

2.40A for Ge-Si bond.　They are almost identical to the sum of

O

their atomic radii, wehere the atomic radii of 1.22　A for Ge and

O

1.17A for Si.　Although bond lengths for Si-Si in alloys have

not been investigated in the present study, it is expected to be

the same in crystalline Si in the analogy of Ge-Ge and Ge-Si

bonds because Si atoms are COvalently bonded.　Aceordingly, our

result also supportきthe Bragg and Pauling notion.

It should be noted that results on ternary systems were

obtained using a curve-fit analysis with a conventional single-

scattering formula for EXAFS, which was based on plane waves of

emmitted photoelectrons・　エn conventional analysis, it is

extremely difficult to have reliable estimation of bond lengths

in alloys,　although possible corrections on phase shifts

functions due to backscattering give satisfactory results.

Therefore their results, although excellent, have to be

reconsidered prudently for the quantitative discussion.　It is

difficult to discuss whether small variation of bond lengths with

composition is characteristic in ternary alloys or not.　工n

either case, it is satisfactory to consider that bonding

elements determine bond lengths in semiconductor alloys as Bragg

and Pauling noted.

Bond angle modification is essential to form a unit cell

with a bond of a distinct length.　By Pauli-s exclusion

prxnciple, strong repulsive interaction acts between covalently
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bonded atoms.　　Considering that a diamond structure is

comparatively empty, it is more advantageous to conserve bond

lengths. Therefore structural change would rather occur in bond

angles than bond lengths.

As shown in Fig. 21, atoms are randomly mixed in the alloys.

Accordingly, in triangle configurations of Si-Ge^-Si, Ge-Ge-Ge,

and Ge一生-Si ( underlines represent central atoms ). bond angles

must be also distinctly fixed for each configuration.　　Thus,

if bond angle distributions could be measured, the shape of

distribution profile might be dependent on the Ge concentration.

Figure　23　shows lattice constant dependence on composition in the

alloys. Lattice constant varies with composition, and slight

deviation from Vegard s law is recognized.　エt should be noted

that deviation increases in the medium compositional range. One

can expect that the degree of bond angle distortion would

approach醇its maximum value at mid-point composition. provided

that bond lengths between randomly mixed atoms are invariant with

composition.　Accordingly, a nonlinear variation in a lattice

constant as shown in Fig. 23　would be a consequence of invariant

bond lengths.

In the previous section, local structures of a-Si-|-xGex:H

alloys have been studied.　It was concluded that bond lengths

O

for Ge-Ge and Ge-Si are 2.46呈and 2.41A, respectively, and that

atoms are randomly mixed below the Ge concentration of 0.40.

Bond lengths for Ge-Ge and Ge-Si are almost the same in amorphous

and crystalline alloys.　Accordingly it can be concluded that

bond angle distribution is a primary factor, in the IV-IV alloys,
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to distinguish crystalline alloys from amorphous alloys.

Bond lengths that are the sum of atomic radii are found in

covalent and ionic materials.　　　On the other hand′　it is

interesting to examine whether the Bragg and Pauling notion hold

also for metallic alloys.　Two groups performed EXAFS study on

Cu-Al alloy and reported the contradicting results: 2.72 A^ and

2.79且,　The nearest-neighbor distances in Cu and Al are 2.55呈
O

and　2.86A, respectively.　　工f interatomic distances are

determined by the sum of atomic radii as Pauling noted, it should

O

be　2.70A.　　工t seems to be a worthwhile subject to determine

metallic bond distances in order to examine the essential

properties of atomxc bonds.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) is a

powerful probe to study local structure around the atom of the

specific element.　エn conventional EXAFS analyses′ it has been

known that reliabl。eーstructures are obtained with different
t-1ニー・--・.・▼--ー　ーーu,U

values of absorption edge energy, EQ, for different neighboring

atoms.　　It is shown in this study that the Ge-　K edge EXAFS

resulting from the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bonds in hydrogenated

amorphous Si-Ge alloys can be excellently explained by a unique

Eo value provided that a newly developed formula based on the

spherical wave functions of photoelectrons is used.

The microscopic structures of hydrogenated amorphous

silicon-germanium alloys and crystalline silicon-germanium alloys

have been determined using the EXAFS method.　In a-Sxl-xGex:H,

it has been shown that Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bond lengths are

constant throughout the entire compos土tional range and equal to

2.46呈and 2.41もrespectively.　The Ge-Si bond length is found

to be close to the average value of the bond lengths for both Ge

and Si crystals.　A study of the coordination around Ge atoms

has revealed that Ge and Si atoms are randomly mixed in the Ge

concentration range below 40 atomic percent.　工n films with high

Ge content, the coordination of Ge atoms is 15-20　percent higher

than that expected for a random mixture of Ge and Si atoms'

suggesting a structural inhomogeneity in Ge-rich alloys.

In crystalline silicon-germanium alloys, it has been shown

that bonds relax completely, while lattice constant varies

monotonously with composition.　Significant changes in bond
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length with Ge composition from 0.2　to 0.8　are not detected;

O                              o

2.45A for Ge-Ge bond and　2.40A for Ge-Si bond.　A study of

coordination around Ge atoms has shown that atoms are randomly

mixed in the range of Ge concentration studied.　These results

support the Bragg's and Pauling s notion that says the bond

lengths inalloys are the sum of the atomic radii, hence they are

independent on compositions.
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